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Overview 

Auto-handoff is the capability to roam active calls from WLAN to mobile carrier (and vice-versa) without 

user intervention. This can significantly increase the usability of Voice over WLAN and improve the ROI 

of deployment. 

This paper explains the technical details of operation, configuration, and usage of auto-handoff using 

Nokia Call Connect 2.0 and higher.  

Technical Review 

Nokia Call Connect (NCC) is an installed client that runs on Nokia Eseries smartphones that are Symbian 

S60 based. Nokia Call Connect uses the SCCP (Skinny Client Control Protocol) to connect to Cisco Unified 

Communications Manager (CUCM) for VoIP connectivity over the wireless LAN (WLAN). In practice this 

means that Nokia Eseries devices connect to the Cisco Unified Communications Manager server in the 
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same method that Cisco desk phones do, giving them a similar feature set and usability. The SCCP client 

has a rich feature set, such as: 

 Seamless enterprise controlled auto-handoff from WLAN -> Cellular and Cellular -> WLAN 

 Mobile Connect capability (including auto-handoff to WLAN for Mobile Connect originated calls). 

This feature is also known as “single number reach” 

 Shared line configuration with Cisco desk phones 

 Unity voice message notification 

 IP mid-call features such as hold, conference and transfer 

 True Cisco device configuration and mobility identity configuration 

 Intelligent call routing based on registration status 

 Cisco TFTP configuration support 

 Cisco Cisco Unified Communications Manager server fall back support 

 Cisco TAC support 

 Supported use with Cisco Unified Mobile Communicator (including auto-handoff for dial-via-

office originated calls) 

 Configurable handoff tones (New for Nokia Call Connect 2.1) 

 Automated two-stage-dialing (New for Nokia Call Connect 2.1) 

 Configurable digit prefixes settings for “+” dialed calls, and all outbound calls (New for Nokia Call 

Connect 2.1) 

 Configurable cellular handoff threshold, and WLAN AP-AP handoff threshold (New for Nokia Call 

Connect 2.1) 

To connect to Cisco’s Cisco Unified Communications Manager server, the Nokia Call Connect client uses 

the 802.11 b/g WLAN network. Cisco recommends that you use a voice enabled Cisco WLAN 

infrastructure with the Nokia Call Connect client to provide CCX version 4 support for Nokia Eseries 

devices. Please see Cisco’s Voice over Wireless LAN design guide for further details: 

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/ns340/ns414/ns742/ns820/landing_voice_wireless.html 

Note: 802.11a and 802.11n are not yet supported on Nokia devices, but they will work on Cisco 802.11n 

configured access points. 

Requirements 

The auto-handoff feature allows Nokia Call Connect clients to seamlessly roam from WLAN -> cellular 

and from cellular -> WLAN. To use this feature, the following components are needed: 

 Nokia Call Connect version 2.0 and higher 

 Nokia S60v3.2.3 devices. This includes the E52, E55, E72, and E75 

 Cisco Unified Communications Manager 6.1 and higher 

Feature Details 

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/solutions/ns340/ns414/ns742/ns820/landing_voice_wireless.html
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First we will define what the term “seamless auto-handoff” means. Why is this term used to describe 

the movement of calls between WLAN and cellular? 

Seamless – Seamless means that Nokia Call Connect uses a “make before break” method of connecting a 

new voice leg. To accomplish this, a second call must be opened in the background before transferring 

the voice stream. Once this second call is answered and established, Cisco Unified Communications 

Manager will transfer the media to the new call leg. The actual perception of the user is a near 

“seamless” transfer of the voice stream, although there may be a small voice clip.  

Handoff – Handoff is a term that describes the transfer of a call from one network (often referenced as a 

domain in other literature) to another. In the case of the Nokia dual-mode devices the networks are the 

wireless LAN and mobile carrier network (cellular). 

Auto – There are two methods for initiating handoff: manual and automatic. Both methods utilize the 

same mechanism as described in Seamless (described above), however, the automatic handoff is often 

preferred. Users need not press any buttons to establish a handoff. The Nokia Call Connect client, upon 

detection of a weak WLAN network (in the case of WLAN –>cellular) or a strong WLAN (in the case of 

cellular –> WLAN) will initiate a handoff without user intervention. Details of the actual method are in 

the following paragraphs. 

Note: “Seamless auto-handoff” is only supported on Nokia E52, E55, E72, and E75 running Nokia Call 

Connect 2.0 and higher.                                                                                                                                          

Other Definitions 

Handoff Number – This is a Direct Inward Dial (DID) number configured on Cisco Unified 

Communications Manager where requests for handoff are directed. This number must be a true DID, 

requiring no manipulation on Cisco Unified Communications Manager. An example of an invalid 

configuration is an inbound call to Cisco Unified Communications Manager handoff number that 

requires a translation before matching the handoff number. If translation needs to be done it should be 

done upstream from Cisco Unified Communications Manager. The handoff number must be reachable 

both externally and internally from the VoIP network and is configured onto the Nokia Call Connect 

client into two separate fields. The number configured into the Handoff Number field in Cisco Unified 

Communications Manager is the number as it is received by Cisco Unified Communications Manager 

from the upstream network. More details are provided in the following paragraphs. 

EFA (Enterprise Feature Access) Number – This is a field in Cisco Unified Communications Manager that 

is configured on the same page as Handoff Number in Cisco Unified Communications Manager, but is 

not used for dual-mode or auto-handoff. The EFA number is used for invoking DTMF based mid-call 

features (hold, transfer, conference, park), Dial-via-Office Forward, or two-stage dialing. 

Mobility Identity – This is the mobile number of the Nokia device that is configured onto the Nokia S60 

device inside Cisco Unified Communications Manager. This number is used to uniquely identify which 
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device is requesting a handoff from Cisco Unified Communications Manager so that the proper call leg 

can be transferred. 

Matching Caller ID with Remote Destination  – This is a Service Parameter configured under Cisco 

CallManager services that determines how many digits are matched on the configured Mobility Identity. 

For example, you may configure the full E.164 number under the Mobile Identity, but only match 

partially due to gateway manipulation of the calling party number. 

Mobile Connect – A Cisco Unified Communications Manager feature that facilitates “single number 

reach”. When a call is directed toward a phone and user enabled for Mobile Connect, a second call can 

be setup outbound to that uses offnet number, such as a mobile phone. 

Cisco .cop File – This is a file (.cop stands for Cisco Option Package) that must be added to Cisco Unified 

Communications Manager to add the Nokia device to the database. By default, Cisco Unified 

Communications Manager does not have a device to add the Nokia dual-mode so you must apply the 

.cop file to Cisco Unified Communications Manager. This file can be downloaded from Nokia’s web site, 

and must be applied according to the version of Cisco Unified Communications Manager that you are 

running (4.3 and higher). After applying the file you will see “Nokia S60” device in the device add drop 

down list. All Nokia devices, regardless of model type, are added as “Nokia S60”. 

Note: if you wish to run Cisco Unified Mobile Communicator  and Nokia Call Connect on the same Nokia 

Eseries, this configuration requires the latest version of the .cop file (version 7.1) and the configuration 

is only supported on Cisco Unified Communications Manager version 7.1(3)SU1 and higher. 

The actual handoff is facilitated by a combination of Nokia Call Connect initiating the handoff and Cisco 

Unified Communications Manager switching media between networks for the device containing the 

mobility identity (based on caller ID) of the inbound call to the handoff number. 

Handoff Using Nokia Call Connect 

When a call is determined to require handoff, the initiation comes from the Nokia Call Connect client. 

Cisco Unified Communications Manager does not trigger Nokia Call Connect to handoff calls. The 

decision is client made, based on the signal strength to the WLAN access-point. 

The Nokia Call Connect client monitors the signal strength from phone to WLAN access-point to make 

two decisions: when to roam between access-points and when to handoff to the cellular networks. The 

threshold for roaming from AP – AP is higher than the threshold for roaming AP – cellular to prevent 

undesired handoff. 

The default threshold for roaming to cellular is -78dBm, but this setting can be configured under the VCC 

(Voice Call Continuity) setting Handoff Threshold. There are other settings in the VCC that are explained 

in Nokia’s Call Connect for Cisco User Guide, which is located here: 

http://europe.nokia.com/get-support-and-software/download-software/nokia-call-connect-for-cisco 

http://europe.nokia.com/get-support-and-software/download-software/nokia-call-connect-for-cisco
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New for version 2.1 is correlating the handoff threshold configuration to the WLAN access-point to 

access-point (AP-AP) handoff threshold. When a WLAN device is currently associated to a WLAN access 

point, it measures the strength of that connection using RSSI (received signal strength indication). This 

value is expressed numerically as something like -78dB. By allowing the correlation of the cellular 

handoff value to the devices WLAN AP-AP handoff value, we can ensure that the phone will always 

attempt to find a new WLAN access-point of higher signal strength (scan) before attempting to handout 

to the cellular network. This mechanism also allows us to indirectly influence how aggressively the 

phone will scan for new access-points. In the example above, the cellular handoff threshold is set to -

78dB and the platform default for AP handoff is -80dB. If we adjust the value of the cellular handoff 

threshold in the Nokia Call Connect client to -72dB, the platform AP handoff value is also modified to -

69dB. This means that the phone will now scan for a new access-point at a lower RSSI value than 

previously. 

To prevent calls from transferring between networks too rapidly, a timer is set that requires the network 

to be in either the Low or High (bad or good) state for “x” period of microseconds before initiating a 

handoff. The default for hand-in is 1000000 (“WLAN HO hysteresis low”), which is 1 second. In practice 

this means that if a user is in the WLAN, the signal must degrade below -78 for 1 second before Nokia 

Call Connect will initiate a handoff. 

When a user walks into the WLAN, handoff from cellular to WLAN does not happen immediately. Before 

hand-off can occur the Nokia Call Connect client must first scan for the WLAN, which happens based on 

the AP scanning time (5 minutes by default). Once Nokia Call Connect is associated and authenticated on 

the WLAN, if the AP is also part of the SCCP profile, it will attempt to register to Cisco Unified 

Communications Manager. Upon registration handoff to WLAN will occur based on the “WLAN HO 

hysteresis high” setting, which is 60 seconds by default. To accelerate this, both the background AP 

scanning time and WLAN hand-in high setting can be lowered, but the trade off is battery life and the 

possibility of handoff occurring more frequently than desired. 

Other settings include the ability to restrict the type of handoff that can occur, the preferred network, 

and the timers for initiating handoff. For example, you could configure the clients to only hand-in to 

WLAN, set the WLAN as the preferred network, and increase the amount of time a client is above the 

handoff threshold before initiating a hand-in. 

Also new for 2.1 is the ability to configure a tone to be played to the user when auto-handoff occurs. 

With this, you could for example warn a user that handoff is occurring and that they may be incurring 

new mobile carrier charges that they were unaware of. Because handoff works by out-dialing from the 

phone into the handoff number configuring in Cisco Unified Communications Manager, there is the 

potential that users who are traveling outside their home networks could incur unknown roaming 

charges. To configure the handoff tones add files to the following locations: 

  C:\Data\Vcc\VccHoToCellularTone.wav (tone when handover from VoIP to cellular is made) 

  C:\Data\Vcc\VccHoToVoipTone.wav (tone when handover from cellular to VoIP is made) 
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The handoff number must be configured into the Cisco Unified Communications Manager server under 

the Handoff Number field. The number must also be configured into the Nokia Call Connect client under 

the VCC settings “Cellular Handover Number” and “VoIP Handover Number”. The general guideline is 

that the Cellular Handover Number is the full E.164 representation of the Cisco Unified Communications 

Manager configured “Handoff Number”. The “VoIP Handover Number” is the number that will be dialed 

when in the WLAN. It is important to understand that only one number will be configured within Cisco 

Unified Communications Manager.  

Cisco Unified Communications Manager 

Inside Cisco Unified Communications Manager there are a few areas that are important to Cisco Unified 

Communications Manager to properly facilitate handoff for the Nokia devices.  

A Nokia S60 device should be configured with a Mobility Identity (not a Remote Destination) that 

contains the mobile phone number. This number is also used to facilitate single number reach to the 

user if a call comes into Cisco Unified Communications Manager, but the Nokia is not currently 

registered. To add a Mobility Identity to a device, it must first be associated with a User that has been 

enabled for Unified Mobility.  

User Configuration – Within Cisco Unified Communications Manager End User configuration, a user can 

be enabled for mobility. Mobile Connect is the feature name for single number reach capability. You 

must enable a user for mobility on Nokia S60 devices. 

 Other User Configuration options that should be configured: 

 Primary device – If you have a desk phone, you will want to add the MAC address of that 

device to the Primary Device field. When using DLU (Device License Units) licensing this 

will determine how many DLU’s are consumed by adding Mobile Connect to both Nokia 

S60 devices and Cisco Unified Mobile Communicator devices. When a desk phone is in 

place, “adjunct” licensing is used. When no desk phone is in place, “non-adjunct” 

licensing will consume an additional two DLU’s per user. 
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 Primary line – The primary line of a device should be added, and should be same as 

shared line between the Nokia and desk phone. If the Nokia is the only device in use, 

you should add the DN (directory number) of the Nokia. 

 Associated Devices – Both the desk phone and Nokia should be added to the associated 

device list. 

A core concept of Cisco Unified Communications Manager is “call anchoring”, which is the need to have 

calls route to Cisco Unified Communications Manager to apply features like Mobile Connect, transfer of 

calls to / from desk and mobile devices, mid-call features like hold / transfer / park / conference, and 

handoff. The mobility identity is the anchor point for Nokia devices. 

Mobility Identity Configuration – The mobility identity should be configured as needed to route through 

your Cisco Unified Communications Manager dial plan to an outbound gateway. Different dial plans 

require that the Mobility Identity be configured in different forms, but the configuration of the Mobility 

Identity may influence how you set the Matching Digits Service Parameter. In general, the full E.164 

number is used in this field, but configurations are highly customizable. The Mobility Identity also 

prevents calls routing to the mobile number of devices that are currently registered over the WLAN. 

Note: The Mobility Identity is also used to register Cisco Unified Mobile Communicator. The mobile 

number configuration on the Cisco Unified Mobility Advantage server should match the Mobility Identity 

configuration. If you are running Cisco Unified Communications Manager version 7.1(3) and higher, the 

Mobility Identity field is used for a) single number reach b) auto-handoff matching and c) Cisco Unified 

Mobile Communicator device registration for dial-via-office functionality. 

Service Parameters: Complete or Partial Match – This setting determines how many digits are required 

to match for the features of the Mobility Identity to be applied. In other words, how many digits of the 

Mobility Identity are configured or are considered unique. 

Handoff Operation in Detail 

In our example, the handoff number is +1 555 666 1212 is the E.164 handoff number. The Cellular 

Handoff Number in VCC settings is configured with this number.  

All inbound calls are striped to 4 digits from the upstream gateway, so the Handoff Number in Cisco 

Unified Communications Manager is configured as 1212. This VoIP Handoff Number is configured as 

1212 in the VCC settings. 

Assuming Nokia Call Connect is currently on a VoIP call to extension 1002, when the signal strength 

reaches -78dBm for a period of 1000000 microseconds (1 second) a silent call is opened up to 

+15556661212. The called number is stripped to 1212 and delivered to Cisco Unified Communications 

Manager, which matches the call to the Handoff number. Once received, the calling number is checked 

against the known Mobility Identities. The RTP stream that was going over the WLAN is redirected over 

to the PSTN gateway. 
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Figure 1 – Handoff Diagram 

 

 

 

Two Stage Dialing 

A new 2.1 version feature is the ability to anchor calls into Cisco Unified Communications Manager 

without the need of the data application Cisco Unified Communications Manager. Nokia Call Connect 

v2.1 leverages the built in capability of Cisco Unified Communications Manager to anchor calls. This 

allows all calls from the mobile device to route through the enterprise, centralizing your call logs and 

masking your cellular caller-ID.  

To use this feature you will need to configure the Enterprise Feature Access (EFA) directory number 

inside Cisco Unified Communications Manager. Once enabled, the Nokia Call Connect v2.1 client will 

now make calls either over the WLAN or through the Enterprise Feature Access number. This allows the 

client to anchor all calls inside the enterprise. 

Using this feature requires that you enable it inside Nokia Call Connect, and configure the access 

number as below: 
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Figure 1 Two-stage-dialing configuration 

 

 

Prefixing for Nokia Call Connect 

In general, users dial from their mobile devices differently than desk phones. Using access numbers for 

dialing outside of the business is almost universally accepted from desk phones, as well as using a 

different access number for international dialing. This allows enterprise administrators the ability to 

limit who can dial numbers that will potentially cost them signification amounts of money. 

Mobile devices though, often dial quite differently. Dialing international numbers usually requires a “+” 

be prefixed to the front of the call (with the appropriate country code), while national (long distance) 

calls are rarely prefixed with anything due to the nature of the calling plans with mobile devices. Making 

these dial plans work together has long been an issue for administrators. 

Two recent changes have enabled this to be easier than ever. The latest versions Cisco Unified 

Communications Manager now support “+” dialing, so when dialing over the WLAN Nokia Call Connect 

can send the “+” and it should properly route the call (if your system is configured to do so).  

However, most installs have not yet been configured to support “+” dialing, and still use the 

international number prefix configuration. Inside Nokia Call Connect we can configure the “+” to be 

translated to any digit string when sent over IP. For example, if your desk phones dial “9+011” to access 

international numbers, you can configure “9011” to be sent when a “+” is dialed from the dual-mode 

phone. This conversion is only done when in WLAN coverage, and the “+” will still be sent over the 

cellular network. 

The second type of prefix is usually sent for outbound or off-network calls. This is usually an “8” or “9”, 

followed by the destination number. For example, you are at your desk in New York and wish to call a 
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number in Dallas. You dial “9 + 1 + 214 555 6677” from your desk phone. The “9” means outside line, 

while “1” is long distance. From Nokia Call Connect we can configure the access-digits to be prefixed to 

all outbound calls that are not sent to local IP extensions. 

As an example: your office has 5 digit extensions on your desk phones, and user’s dial “9” to get an 

outside line. We would configure the Nokia Call Connect client to pre-pend “9” to all calls greater than 5 

digits. This means that calls placed to 5 digit internal numbers are not prefixed, but those dialed from 

the home screen or (more importantly) from the local contacts list will be sent to Cisco Unified 

Communications Manager with a “9” in front of them. See the Figure below for configuration 

instructions: 

Figure 2 Configuring Prefixes 
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Appendix A: Nokia Call Connect Configuration in Pictures 

In the sections below we give some sample screen shots of handoff configurations. The examples below 

are samples only, and are intended only to give a visual idea of how to configure various components. 

Installing the Cisco .cop File 

The first step to adding a Nokia device to Cisco Unified Communications Manager is adding the .cop file. 

There are multiple versions of this file, so be sure you add the one related to your Cisco Unified 

Communications Manager version.  

Note: After adding the .cop file you will need to reset the CallManager service on the publisher. After 

upgrading Cisco Unified Communications Manager you may need to re-apply the .cop file again. 

In this example, the .cop file is added from a local CD that has been loaded into the CD tray of the Cisco 

Unified Communications Manager server. 

 

 

Step 1 – Browse to the OS Administration page. Go to Software Upgrades -> Install / Upgrade. 
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Step 2 –Add the source and location. For local CD access a “/” can be used. 

 

Step 3 – After clicking Next, the file should be found and available for adding. 
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Step 4 – After the install completes, you will now see the “Nokia S60” device in the drop down. 

 

 

Configuring Cisco End Users 

Here we show the configuration of an end user that has been setup for a Nokia E75, single number 

reach, and Cisco Unified Mobile Communicator. The only unique part for Cisco Unified Mobile 

Communicator is the addition of the CTI Users Group, which enables desk phone call log integration. 
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Configuring Nokia S60 Device 

The configuration of the Nokia S60 device requires several fields to be properly configured for 

integration of the various Cisco mobility features. Here we outline all of the relevant fields and their 

purpose. 

1. The only device this user has is the Nokia E75. We 

have added it to the controlled device list. 

2. Adding the Nokia to the Presence group and 

adding the Subscribe CSS allows for “On the Phone” 

presence. 

3. The Primary Number Association determines the 

primary line of a user. 

4. Checking Enable Mobility ensures a user is 

licensed for Mobile Connect. The Primary User 

Device determines if a user should be licensed as 

“adjuncy” or “non-adjunct.” 

5. Standard CCM End Users group provides for basic 

end user roles. If a user will be enabled for both 

Nokia Call Connect and Cisco Unified Mobile 

Communicator need to have Standard CTI Enabled 

as well. 
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1.The Product Type is S60 based on the .cop 

file installation.  

3. The owner ID and Mobility User ID should be 

applied, based on the End User added previously. 

The Mobility User ID field must be filled in before 

the Mobility Identity can be configured. 

4. The Enable Cisco Unified Mobile Communicator 

check box is used when adding CUMC to a Nokia 

that has Nokia Call Connect installed. 

5. The Mobility Identity allows for CUMC 

registration and single number reach 

configuration. Do not use the Remote 

Destination configuration. 

2. Registration status is real time. IP address 

is given based on DHCP address received by 

client. 
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6. Checking the “Enable Mobile Connect” box 

allows single number reach functionality for 

this user. 

7. This is the line configuration. The configuration 

displayed is a shared line, across Unified Personal 

Communicator, a Cisco 7975 IP phone, and the Nokia Call 

Connect client. 
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8. Apply enterprise voice mail setting, CSS, and 

presence details here, just as normal desk devices. 
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Appendix B: Licensing 

Note: If you are using a version of Cisco Unified Workspace Licensing (CUWL)DLU based licensing is not 

used.  

To properly license dual-mode requires the understanding that properly licensing of Nokia dual-mode 

requires the usage of several components, among them the Nokia device, Mobile Connect (single 

number reach), and adjunct versus non-adjunct devices. 

Adjunct / Non-adjunct – This concept involves whether or not a desk phone is in use or not. If a user has 

a Cisco desk phone, and then adds a second device (a Nokia dual-mode for the purpose of this paper, 

but the concept covers all secondary devices) this is considered to be an “adjunct” configuration. If there 

is no desk phone in the picture, then certain clients are considered to be “non-adjunct”, essentially 

meaning the primary device of that user. This can affect the licensing cost of certain devices and 

features. 

Mobile Connect – This feature generally requires 2 DLU’s for operation, unless the phone is non-adjunct 

in which case it requires 4 DLU’s.  

9. Enterprise call-ID is provided for IP anchored 

calls.  

10. Associate the user with the line.  
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Nokia Call Connect – As of this writing, all Nokia dual-mode devices are considered to be advanced 

devices and therefore require 6 DLU’s. There is no adjunct / non-adjunct licensing in place for Nokia Call 

Connect. 

Cisco Unified Mobile Communicator – In optional configurations where Cisco Unified Mobile 

Communicator and Nokia Call Connect have been both been deployed, the licensing of Cisco Unified 

Mobile Communicator also needs to be done. 

 Appendix C: Release notes for Cisco .cop file 

To get the Nokia device registered to Cisco Unified Communications Manager, the proper .cop file needs 

to be installed. New versions of the files are created for the latest Cisco Cisco Unified Communications 

Manager versions. In most cases these versions are backwards compatible with older Cisco Unified 

Communications Manager versions. 

The basic functionality of the .cop file is to add the Nokia S60 device to the database. When you install 

Cisco Unified Communications Manager it comes preconfigured with a number of different devices that 

you add, however, the Nokia S60 is not there by default. 

Important Considerations 

After adding the .cop file you should be aware of the following dependencies: 

 After installing the .cop file you will need to reset the Cisco Unified Communications Manager 

service on all nodes and the TFTP service on the TFTP servers. 

 After upgrading Cisco Unified Communications Manager versions you will need to re-install the 

.cop file. 

Note: Be sure that when you are upgrading Cisco Unified Communications Manager that there is a 

corresponding .cop file available for that version. 

Please see the following link for downloading the .cop file from Nokia’s web site: 

http://europe.nokia.com/get-support-and-software/download-software/nokia-call-connect-for-cisco 

Appendix D: Configuring Nokia Call Connect (Nokia Call Connect) 

In this section we cover the configuration of Nokia Call Connect on a Nokia E75. The configuration can 

be done manually after installing the client or via device management solution. 

Licensing Nokia Call Connect 

Upon installation, the client must first be licensed. Licensing Nokia Call Connect goes over the air to a 

centralized license management system, so the phone should have Internet connectivity via WLAN or 

cellular data. A license can be moved to a new phone by using the “Release License” option. 

Figure 2 Licensing – To license, browse to Menu -> Applications -> Nokia CC Cisco -> Options -> License 

http://europe.nokia.com/get-support-and-software/download-software/nokia-call-connect-for-cisco
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Figure 3 SCCP Configuration – Configure the Nokia Call Connect application by browsing from Home -> Menu -> Control Panel -> Settings -> 

Connection -> SCCP settings 

SCCP Application provides 

real-time registration 

status. 

Note: extension is shown as 

(5051) is provided by CUCM at 

registration. To get proper 

name to show, name the SCCP 

profile as the users name. See 

Figure 3 below. 

My caller ID is provided 

after registration to CUCM. 
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Figure 4 VCC Configuration – Configure the handoff settings by browsing from Home -> Menu -> Control Panel -> Settings -> Connection -> 

VCC settings. 

 

 

 

Appendix E: Tips – General usage details on the Nokia devices 

 

Figure 5 NCC Version – To check the version of the NCC application browse to Menu -> Control Panel -> Application Manager -> Installed 

Apps -> Nokia CC Cisco -> Options -> View Details 

 

 

WLAN WO threshold 

determines the signal 

strength for handoff from 

WLAN to cellular. Default is 

78. Change only if needed. 
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Figure 6 IMEI Address – To get the IMEI number of the device type “*#06#” at the home screen. It will display as “Serial 

Number”. 
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Figure 7 MAC Address – The MAC address is required for adding the device to the CUCM database. To acquire the MAC 

address type in “*#62209526# at the home screen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8 Operating System Version – It is important to keep your Nokia device on the latest OS version. The latest devices 

(E52, E55, E72, E75) can be upgraded over the air using the code *#0000# -> Options -> Check for updates. 

 

 

 

 


